Presentation Abstract

From Trail to Map: Trail Mapping in the Cloud

Since 2009, Mapgears has worked with snowmobile and ATV trail organizations across North America to create evTrails, an all-in-one solution designed to simplify trail management and enhance riding experience for members.

This talk will also show how the real time mapping features of the evTrails solution elevated the profile and visibility of the organizations:

- **Real-time trail status**: driven by input from crews on the trails or automatically derived from GPS devices installed in groomers / trail maintenance equipment

- **Trail Manager**: enables local crews or club administrators to update the trail network and its status in just a few clicks

- **Online interactive trail map**: accessible from any web browser or mobile device with an internet connection

- **Mobile trail app**: works with iOS and Android devices, allowing riders to locate themselves on the map using their device’s GPS, even without cell coverage
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